Phylogenetic structure in tropical hummingbird communities
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How biotic interactions, current and historical environment, and biogeographic barriers determine community structure is a fundamental question in ecology and evolution, especially in diverse tropical regions. To evaluate patterns of local and regional diversity, we quantified the phylogenetic composition of 189 hummingbird communities in Ecuador. We assessed how species and phylogenetic composition changed along environmental gradients and across biogeographic barriers. We show that humid, low-elevation communities are phylogenetically overdispersed (coexistence of distant relatives), a pattern that is consistent with the idea that competition influences the local composition of hummingbirds. At higher elevations communities are phylogenetically clustered (coexistence of close relatives), consistent with the expectation of environmental filtering, which may result from the challenge of sustaining an expensive means of locomotion at high elevations. We found that communities in the lowlands on opposite sides of the Andes tend to be phylogenetically similar despite their large differences in species composition, a pattern implicating the Andes as an important dispersal barrier. In contrast, along the steep environmental gradient between the lowlands and the Andes we found evidence that species turnover is comprised of relatively distantly related species. The integration of local and regional patterns of diversity across environmental gradients and biogeographic barriers provides insight into the potential underlying mechanisms that have shaped community composition and phylogenetic diversity in one of the most species-rich, complex regions of the world.
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A central problem for evolutionary ecologists is to determine how contemporary and historical factors interact to influence species composition within and among communities. Recent approaches to this problem have focused on how biotic interactions and the physiological and ecological characteristics of a species (i.e., environmental filtering) have influenced local phylogenetic community structure (1, 2). However, because two communities with similar phylogenetic community structure may differ in their species composition, analyses of phylogenetic community structure alone cannot fully address how biogeographic barriers, biotic interactions, physiological constraints, and evolutionary processes, such as diversification of clades within novel environments, combine to influence the composition of local communities. Quantifying changes in the species and phylogenetic composition (i.e., the compositional β diversity (CBD) and phylogenetic β diversity (PBD)) across biogeographic barriers or along environmental gradients provides important additional information relevant to this issue (3–6). PBD measures the amount of shared phylogenetic history between two communities in the same way that CBD measures the similarity in species composition across sites. The integration of these measures can provide different insights into the ecological and evolutionary mechanisms that structure communities (5).

Here, we explore the role of biogeographic barriers and environmental filtering in structuring local community composition of hummingbirds by analyzing phylogenetic community structure, PBD and CBD using 189 hummingbird communities distributed across Ecuador. Ecuador provides an ideal setting for studying changes in community structure over space because it contains marked environmental gradients (Fig. 1). Elevation ranges from sea level to >6,000 m, providing strong temperature and precipitation gradients. A precipitation gradient also exists east and west of the Andes extending from the wet Chocó region in the north to the dry and seasonal Tumbesian region to the south. Finally, the topographic complexity within the Andes provides additional opportunities for isolation and diversification (7–12).

Hummingbirds are an ideal system for studying patterns of phylogenetic structure and community composition. Traditionally, higher taxonomy in hummingbirds includes nine major clades: topazes, hermits, mangoes, coquettes, brilliants, patagona, mountain gems, emeralds, and bees (13). More than 25 species can be found commonly in sympatry (e.g., refs. 14 and 15), and their flight skills and dietary specialization make them highly susceptible to environmental gradients. The hovering flight of hummingbirds represents a major metabolic and aerodynamic challenge, especially at high elevations (16, 17). Species with larger wings relative to body mass (i.e., lower wing loadings) and increased stroke amplitude often predominate at high elevations (16, 18, 19). Although coquettes and brilliants tend to have these characteristics, with individual species going as high as 5,000 m (20), species from other clades are also represented in the Andes and many exist at relatively high elevations (i.e., between 1,000 and 3,000 m; refs. 7, 21, and 22). Hummingbirds are the most specialized nectar-feeding birds in the New World and often compete aggressively for nectar resources (23–26). Bill morphology varies substantially in curvature and length and often influences what nectar resources are used (27). Wing shape and bill morphology influence flight ability and foraging efficiency and have been proposed to determine community organization (23, 24, 28, 29). Finally, traits involved in competition (i.e., bill morphology) and flight ability at high elevations (i.e., wing loading) have been used to identify the different clades within the hummingbirds (30), suggesting some level of conser...
vatism in these traits. For instance, hermits have curved bills and relatively broad wings, brilliants have long straight bills and narrow wings, and coquettes have short straight bills and narrow wings (30).

Given the potential influence of environmental filtering at high elevations and competition on community structure, and assuming that traits involved in these processes exhibit low evolutionary lability, we can derive predictions about phylogenetic community structure along environmental gradients and biogeographic barriers in Ecuador. In communities where competition is prevalent, we expect coexisting species to be distant relatives (phylogenetic overdispersion). Alternatively, at high elevations, where filtering becomes relatively more important than competition, we expect coexisting species to be close relatives (phylogenetic clustering). Other processes might lead to similar patterns, but given our current knowledge of hummingbird ecology, these are the most likely. Mechanisms influencing diversity patterns can be further elucidated by comparing PBD and CBD (5). PBD can be predicted from CBD by using a null model where species turnover is independent of phylogeny (4). The observed PBD can be greater than that expected from the null model when the shared history between two communities is small relative to average shared history among random communities; in essence when species in the two communities are distantly related. This may occur along a strong environmental gradient if traits that influence existence along it are conserved. Alternatively, if PBD is smaller than that expected based on CBD then communities compared are composed mostly of closely related species. This should occur along environmental gradients or biogeographic barriers that promoted speciation events for a subset of the regional phylogeny.

Results and Discussion

Phylogenetic Community Structure. Of the 189 hummingbird communities evaluated, 134 (71%) had a positive net relatedness index (NRI), which indicates that these communities were phylogenetically clustered (31). Of these, 37 (28%) were significantly different at the 0.05 level from a null expectation based on randomization of species across all communities (61 communities, 45%, significant at 0.1). Fewer communities (55 communities or 29% of total) had a negative NRI, indicating phylogenetic overdispersion or evenness. Of these, one (2%) and seven (13%) were significant at the 0.05 and 0.1 levels, respectively.

Phylogenetically clustered communities occurred either in cool, moist high-elevation Andean environments or in seasonally dry, warm environments on the western side of the Andes. Phylogenetically overdispersed communities tended to be in the warm, wet lowlands on either side of the Andes (Figs. 1 and 2). Principal components analysis (PCA) of environmental conditions across communities confirmed this result. The x axis of the PCA, which explains 41% of the variation, depicts a temperature (highly correlated with elevation) gradient; cooler sites load negatively and warmer sites load positively. The y axis, which explains 28% of the variation, represents precipitation in the dry season and annual variation in precipitation. Wetter environments load positively and drier, more seasonal environments negatively. Communities with high NRI, in relatively cool, wet high elevations along the Andes, are represented in the top left of the ordination, whereas those with high NRI from the relatively dry, warm lowlands at the bottom of the ordination (Fig. 3). The best general additive model (GAM) explained 57% of the deviance in NRI and included a negative relationship between NRI and annual temperature, annual precipitation, and remotely sensed vegetation structure and a positive relationship with precipitation of the warmest quarter (4 months; Fig. S1 and Table S1). These results indicate that environmental variables related to temperature, precipitation, and vegetation structure are important correlates of hummingbird community structure. More broadly, the pattern of phylogenetic overdispersion in the lowlands is consistent with interspecific competition in hummingbirds in the absence of other ecologically stressful factors. Likewise, the pattern of phylogenetic clustering at high elevations of the communities evaluated, 134 (71%) had a positive net relatedness index (NRI), which indicates that these communities were phylogenetically clustered (31). Of these, 37 (28%) were significantly different at the 0.05 level from a null expectation based on randomization of species across all communities (61 communities, 45%, significant at 0.1). Fewer communities (55 communities or 29% of total) had a negative NRI, indicating phylogenetic overdispersion or evenness. Of these, one (2%) and seven (13%) were significant at the 0.05 and 0.1 levels, respectively.

Phylogenetically clustered communities occurred either in cool, moist high-elevation Andean environments or in seasonally dry, warm environments on the western side of the Andes. Phylogenetically overdispersed communities tended to be in the warm, wet lowlands on either side of the Andes (Figs. 1 and 2). Principal components analysis (PCA) of environmental conditions across communities confirmed this result. The x axis of the PCA, which explains 41% of the variation, depicts a temperature (highly correlated with elevation) gradient; cooler sites load negatively and warmer sites load positively. The y axis, which explains 28% of the variation, represents precipitation in the dry season and annual variation in precipitation. Wetter environments load positively and drier, more seasonal environments negatively. Communities with high NRI, in relatively cool, wet high elevations along the Andes, are represented in the top left of the ordination, whereas those with high NRI from the relatively dry, warm lowlands at the bottom of the ordination (Fig. 3). The best general additive model (GAM) explained 57% of the deviance in NRI and included a negative relationship between NRI and annual temperature, annual precipitation, and remotely sensed vegetation structure and a positive relationship with precipitation of the warmest quarter (4 months; Fig. S1 and Table S1). These results indicate that environmental variables related to temperature, precipitation, and vegetation structure are important correlates of hummingbird community structure. More broadly, the pattern of phylogenetic overdispersion in the lowlands is consistent with interspecific competition in hummingbirds in the absence of other ecologically stressful factors. Likewise, the pattern of phylogenetic clustering at high elevations of the communities evaluated, 134 (71%) had a positive net relatedness index (NRI), which indicates that these communities were phylogenetically clustered (31). Of these, 37 (28%) were significantly different at the 0.05 level from a null expectation based on randomization of species across all communities (61 communities, 45%, significant at 0.1). Fewer communities (55 communities or 29% of total) had a negative NRI, indicating phylogenetic overdispersion or evenness. Of these, one (2%) and seven (13%) were significant at the 0.05 and 0.1 levels, respectively.

Phylogenetically clustered communities occurred either in cool, moist high-elevation Andean environments or in seasonally dry, warm environments on the western side of the Andes. Phylogenetically overdispersed communities tended to be in the warm, wet lowlands on either side of the Andes (Figs. 1 and 2). Principal components analysis (PCA) of environmental conditions across communities confirmed this result. The x axis of the PCA, which explains 41% of the variation, depicts a temperature (highly correlated with elevation) gradient; cooler sites load negatively and warmer sites load positively. The y axis, which explains 28% of the variation, represents precipitation in the dry season and annual variation in precipitation. Wetter environments load positively and drier, more seasonal environments negatively. Communities with high NRI, in relatively cool, wet high elevations along the Andes, are represented in the top left of the ordination, whereas those with high NRI from the relatively dry, warm lowlands at the bottom of the ordination (Fig. 3). The best general additive model (GAM) explained 57% of the deviance in NRI and included a negative relationship between NRI and annual temperature, annual precipitation, and remotely sensed vegetation structure and a positive relationship with precipitation of the warmest quarter (4 months; Fig. S1 and Table S1). These results indicate that environmental variables related to temperature, precipitation, and vegetation structure are important correlates of hummingbird community structure. More broadly, the pattern of phylogenetic overdispersion in the lowlands is consistent with interspecific competition in hummingbirds in the absence of other ecologically stressful factors. Likewise, the pattern of phylogenetic clustering at high elevations.
tions is consistent with the prediction that environmental filtering influences community structure, potentially because of metabolic and aerodynamic challenges faced by hummingbirds at high elevations. In addition, we found a similar pattern in the arid seasonal lowlands, independent of the constraints imposed by environmental conditions at high elevations.

A shift from phylogenetic overdispersion to clustering along a stressful habitat gradient has not been commonly reported in other organisms. For instance, in Floridian oaks phylogenetic overdispersion persists along a gradient of water availability (1). Alpine plant communities show the opposite pattern to that reported here; communities along an elevational gradient became phylogenetically overdispersed at high elevations potentially because of facilitation (4). Andean hummingbirds provide an interesting comparison with existing studies of community phylogenetic structure along gradients because hummingbird flight requirements suggest there should be a strong gradient between elevation and performance. Further, our results emphasize the need to evaluate a broader range of taxonomic groups to draw generalizations about variation in community structure along gradients (32).

Competition in hummingbirds is intense and interspecific interactions are often considered important in determining the configuration of hummingbird communities (23, 26, 29). For instance, as a result of competition, communities often contain a series of species that take on different roles, such as territorials or trapliners (individuals move between a set of widely scattered flowers), where each role has a characteristic morphology (33). Likewise, different clades of hummingbirds have characteristic morphologies that influence resource use and flight ability (30).

In theory, trait conservatism and competition could lead to phylogenetic overdispersion, a pattern observed here, although only in very wet lowland communities (Figs. 1 and 2). These overdispersed lowland communities had representation of eight and six of the nine hummingbird clades, in the eastern and western lowlands, respectively. Well-represented clades in these communities included those common at high elevations such as the brilliants, the lowland hermits that are confined to wet environments, and emeralds and mangos that exist in a variety of habitats (Fig. 4). At mid elevations communities have a mixture of close and distant relatives, resulting in NRI values that are close to the null expectation. However, given the empirical support for competition among hummingbirds, along with the observation that species from most major hummingbird clades have substantial representation in the Andes Mountains and lowland species often reach 2,000 m (7, 21, 22), we might have expected greater levels of phylogenetic overdispersion in communities at mid elevations than observed.

Our results show that communities in the most physiologically challenging environments in our study region, the highest elevations in the Andes and the dry isolated environments of the Tumbesian region, are phylogenetically clustered. Although species from several different clades exist at high elevations, the pattern of significant clustering >3,000 m is likely influenced by the prevalence of coquettes and brilliants (Fig. 4). Both the brilliants and coquettes have low wing loadings and increased wing-beat stroke amplitudes, which are adaptations for high-elevation flight (16, 17, 19). The coquettes also have relatively long tarsi that enable them to perch while feeding, therefore limiting expensive flight and exploiting the dominant type of inflorescences at high elevations (19, 34). In addition to clustering in high-elevation communities, a set of communities in the dry seasonal western lowlands exhibited this pattern, suggesting that environmental constraints may influence species in these communities as well. In this case, phylogenetic clustering is the result of the prevalence of emeralds in these habitats (Fig. 4). Emeralds are considered habitat generalists, and several species

![Fig. 3. PCA based on climatic attributes of communities.](image)

![Fig. 4. Representation of the clades of hummingbirds based on the 10th percentile of overdispersed communities that exist in the eastern (A) and western (B) moist lowlands and the 10th percentile of the clustered communities that exist in the high Andes (C) and low dry regions west of the Andes (D). The y axis represents the proportion of communities where a given clade is represented and the numbers in the bars are the mean number of species per community.](image)
exist in drier habitats (7). As a result, emeralds might have colonized these environments first, giving them an advantage over species from other clades. Alternatively, emeralds might have physiological adaptations, such as improved maintenance of water balance (35), that might give them an advantage over other clades in these environments. Other taxa, particularly hermits, which are common in wetter parts of the western lowlands, were not recorded in these communities, potentially because nectar resources were limited. Hermits feed extensively on *Heliconia* flowers (family Heliconiaceae), which are common in moist forest habitats (36, 37). Finally, although our assessment of community structure implicates environmental filtering as an important structuring mechanism, it does not mean that competition among hummingbirds is unimportant in structuring these communities, only that at the scale of this analysis, the role of filtering might be prevalent above the effect of competition (32, 38).

More broadly, analyses of community phylogenetic structure only quantify patterns, and we have interpreted these patterns by using what is known about hummingbird ecology. Nonetheless, we emphasize that other ecological, evolutionary, or stochastic factors might be important in structuring hummingbird communities. For example, other types of biotic interactions such as facilitation have been shown to influence community organization in butterflies (39) and plants (40). Currently, one of the major challenges of phylogenetic structure analysis is to differentiate among alternative mechanisms that give rise to the same patterns. Further, we have focused on a regional scale of analyses in an attempt to quantify the biogeographic structure of hummingbird communities; however, more detailed analyses of clades, patterns of species co-occurrence, or specific regions could yield different insights into what factors might structure communities. Likewise, future research should evaluate how abiotic and biotic factors shape hummingbird communities by explicitly incorporating traits associated with food exploitation, competition, and flight performance into analyses of community structure.

**CBD and PBD.** Phylogenetic distances among communities could be largely explained under a null model based on compositional similarity although there were a large number of comparisons that exhibited higher PBD than expected from CBD. When the identity of species in pairs of communities was randomized, most variation in PBD could be explained by CBD ($R^2 = 78\%$; Fig. S2). However, the observed values of PBD were on average greater than those predicted from this relationship (Fig. S3). To elucidate the environmental and geographic conditions that cause PBD to differ from the prediction based on CBD, we conducted partial mantel tests. CBD was the strongest predictor of PBD ($r = 0.82$). However, when CBD was accounted for in the model difference in altitude among sites was the next strongest predictor ($r = 0.53$), followed by geographic distance ($r = -0.07$), slope ($r = -0.04$), and change in habitat type ($r = 0.03$). All variables were significant predictors. The positive correlations of PBD to difference in elevation and habitat indicate that strong environmental gradients produce larger than expected PBD. However, greater geographic distance and occurrence on opposite sides of a biogeographic barrier (slope) resulted in lower PBD than expected.

To visualize the environmental and geographic conditions that cause PBD to differ from the prediction based on CBD, we mapped community comparisons for which the discrepancy between observed and expected PBD fell into either the fifth percentile (lower than expected PBD) or the 95th percentile (higher than expected PBD). We find that a large part of comparisons (50%, n = 889) among communities where PBD is lower than expected (fifth percentile) are from either the lowlands (<1,000 m; 37% of comparisons) or highlands (>1,000 m; 13%) on opposite sides of the Andes (Fig. 5A). In contrast, there were no instances of lowland communities on the opposite sides of the Andes with a PBD greater than expected (95th percentile; Fig. 5D). This result supports the long-standing idea that the uplift of the Andes provided a significant biogeographic barrier for lowland communities, by restricting movement of lowland species to relatively episodic events (11, 41). Indeed, there are only a few species that inhabit the lowlands on both sides of the Andes and these tend to be wide-ranging species with large elevational ranges such as *Florisuga mellivora*, *Eutoxeres aquila*, and *Anthracothorax nigricollis* (42). Most discrepancies (87%) where PBD is greater than expected exist along the Andean slopes, suggesting that members from distinct clades exist at different points along this steep climatic and elevational gradient (Fig. 5E). Strikingly, these are mostly confined to western slopes, a pattern that would not be evident unless PBD was mapped (Fig. 5B and E). The difference between PBD on the two slopes is likely a result of the recolonization of the humid lowlands (especially the eastern lowlands) by some lineages (i.e., *Heliodoxa, Discosura, Lophornis*) within the two high elevation

---

**Fig. 5.** Maps of community comparisons for which the discrepancy between observed and expected PBD fell into either the fifth percentile (PBD ≪ CBD) or the 95th percentile (PBD ≫ CBD). Lines are colored according to each of the following criteria: communities on opposite slopes (A and D) below (red lines) or above 1,000 m (turquoise lines), communities in different environments (B and E), and communities on the same slope and in the same environment (C and F).
clades, the coquettes and brilliants (7, 22), but not the dry seasonal lowlands, only present on the western side. As a result, relatively more lineages are represented at different elevations along the gradient in the eastern than the western slope of the Andes, resulting in lower PBD in the east. Finally, there are relatively more comparisons that involve communities in the same environment on the same slope (Fig. 5 C and F), indicating that within a region PBD can be predicted solely based on CBD.

By comparing PBD to CBD we were able to explore what processes might drive spatial variation in phylogenetic structure in hummingbird communities in Ecuador that were not apparent in more typical analyses of phylogenetic community structure. The uplift of the Andes produced a gradient of environments from warm lowlands to cold high elevations posing physiological challenges to hummingbirds. Altitudinal species turnover in the Andes have been documented in several species (43, 44). However, by examining multiple species in a phylogenetic framework our results move beyond analyses of pairs of species to show that entire clades replace themselves along the gradient (45). Further, by identifying which pairs of communities exhibit large discrepancies between PBD and CBD, we can begin to understand what processes determine the phylogenetic structure of hummingbird communities in Ecuador. These patterns raise interesting questions for future study as well. For example, it is not clear why the high-elevation brilliants and coquettes are not present in the dry seasonal communities of the western lowlands or why the emeralds are so prevalent in these communities.

Through the analysis of spatial variation in the structure of local communities within a regional framework we can start to evaluate the interaction between patterns caused by largescale processes associated with biogeographic barriers and local processes such as competition and environmental filtering. Further, by quantifying phylogenetic community structure and β diversity in an explicit spatial and environmental framework we can identify environmental and geographic correlates of these patterns. More broadly, our approach should allow us to start to address long-standing questions about the mechanisms generating diversity across environmental gradients.

Materials and Methods

Community Composition. We compiled a database of species composition of local hummingbird communities using lists from published references in peer-reviewed literature, and other reports to environmental organizations including Bird Life International and Aves and Conservation (Dataset 51). All community locations were checked for their georeference and elevation. The taxonomy was updated to reflect the current version of the South American Classification Committee (46). The average area covered by a community was 4.2 km² (range: 0.07 to 25), and the average elevational range covered was 229 m (range: 0 to 1,400). Finally, we only used communities that had more than one species and only included species for which there were available phylogenetic data. In total, we evaluated 189 communities including 126 species, of which 113 had available phylogenetic information. Ecuador has 132 hummingbird species.

Phylogeny. We used a densely sampled phylogenetic estimate (166 of 324 species) for hummingbirds as the historical framework for comparative analyses. Phylogenetic relationships were inferred by using DNA sequences representing all available mitochondrial and nuclear genes (see literature and Table 1), including reports to environmental organizations (missing AK1), Chalcostigma stanleyi (missing AK1), and Orythrinus rubicunda (missing AK1 and ODC), and Hypocolpis grayi (missing AK1, Bfib, and ODC). We used the ultrametric tree needed for community structure analyses, we transformed the Bayesian consensus topology by using nonparametric rate smoothing (49) implemented in the program TreeEdit version 1.0a10.

Environmental Variables. We used the following variables to describe the environment in Ecuador: annual mean temperature, mean diurnal temperature range, temperature seasonality, temperature annual range, annual precipitation, precipitation seasonality, precipitation of the warmest, and the coldest quarter from the Worldclim database (50). Remote-sensing variables relating to elevation and forest structure included: annual horizontal and standard deviation of Quick scatterometer (QSCAT), data that are known to be sensitive to surface roughness; annual maximum and mean leaf area index, derived from MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer); and MODIS tree percentage cover (51). These variables were chosen because they are relatively noncorrelated, should affect hummingbird flight and ecology, and have been informative in several recent studies on Andean birds (51). To define broad habitat types for some analyses we performed a classification based on all environmental variables by using an ISOCOMP analysis in ArcInfo (ArcInfo Workstation Version 8.1) and a priori specifying 20 groups.

Community Phylogenetic Structure and Environmental Correlates. We calculated the NRI for all hummingbird communities and assessed the significance of each in relation to the distribution of 999 NRI values calculated under the null model. We used the independent swap method to generate null expectations (31, 52) and considered all species represented in the communities as the potential source pool. Positive values of these indices indicate phylogenetic clustering, and negative values indicate phylogenetic overdispersion. All analyses were done by using Phylocom version 4.01.b (53).

We conducted a PCA on a community by environmental variables matrix to explore whether communities with different NRI values inhabited different regions of multivariate environmental space. We then used the GAM procedure to evaluate the relationship between a subset of noncorrelated, informative environmental variables and NRI by using the mgcv package version 1.5 in R (54). To reduce environmental variables for input into the GAM, we visually explored the variables that were correlated and conducted hierarchical partitioning to identify a set of informative variables (55).

CBD and PBD and Environmental Correlates. We calculated CBD among communities by using the 1-Sorenson index. This index was modified to calculate PBD among communities as the proportion of branch length shared between two communities divided by the average of the sum of branch lengths of each community following ref. 4 and using PHYLOCOM version 0.6 (R) (also see ref. 56). We calculated expected PBD under a null model, where the species richness and turnover among communities was fixed and only the identity of the species was randomized (10 iterations, “richness model” (52)). Next, the relationship between expected PBD and observed CBD was estimated by using ordinary least-squares regression (Fig. 53). The residuals from the observed PBD and that expected under the regression model were used to identify those comparisons where PBD was much lower (fifth percentile) or higher (95th percentile) than expected under the null model. To visualize the potential environmental and geographic causes of these discrepancies, we mapped these comparisons by drawing a line for each pair of communities being contrasted that was colored according to each of four hypotheses. The factors we expected to cause high discrepancies between expected and observed PBD were biogeographic separation (same or different side of the Andes), change in elevation calculated as the absolute difference in elevation between two communities; change in slope, scored as on the same (score of 0) or on a different side (score of 1) of the Andes; and Euclidean geographic distance. The significance of each of the four predictors was calculated given all of the other predictors.
by using 4,000 permutations. Although mantel tests have been criticized for having low power (58), they provide useful insight in our study.
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